Students run Chicago Marathon, have ‘incredible experience’

By ERIN LAURFIA
Assistant News Editor

Most Notre Dame students traveled significant distances last week over fall break. A handful of them even did so on foot.

Several Notre Dame students spent this past Sunday running in the LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon, a 26.2-mile run through the city. Completing the race put them among an elite group of runners. Only one-half of 1 percent of Americans can claim a marathon finish.

"It was an incredible experience, so I want to do it again," said Catherine Suddes, a sophomore who completed the marathon in about five hours.

"I wasn't really concerned with time," Suddes said. "It was always something I had wanted to do.

"I always thought it was a great goal," said sophomore Allison Maimona, who ran the marathon in just over four hours. "It just sounds like such an enormous accomplishment."

During her senior year of high school, Maimona raised over $3000 to run in a marathon that was a fundraiser for leukemia research. However, although she donated the money, she was unable to actually run in the marathon because of an injury. Maimona decided to run another marathon as a way to make up for the one she missed.

"I had raised this money and a lot of the money had come from friends and family," Maimona explained. "I sort of wanted to run for the kids suffering from leukemia and do something in return.

Both Maimona and Suddes participated on cross-country teams during high school, although neither ran competitively at Notre Dame. To prepare for the 26.2-mile run, Suddes followed a training program from the Chicago Marathon's official Web site. The program involved four months of running four days a week and cross training one day per week. One of her running days consisted of a "long run," which increased in distance each week until she did her longest run of 20 miles on Oct. 1.

"Running to me has always been 99 percent mental. There were some days when I ran three miles and just wanted to die, and some days when I ran 12 miles and felt I could go on forever," Suddes said.

Suddes traveled to Chicago last Friday. Five of her friends joined her there to cheer her on. She ran most of the marathon by herself, though she did run the last six miles with her sister, who flew in from Conn. to watch the marathon.

Like Suddes, Maimona also had family support during her run. Maimona's father traveled with her sister, who flew in from Conn. to watch the marathon.

In addition to cheering family and friends, the runners enjoyed support from the hundreds of thousands of spectators that gathered along the marathon route. Suddes and Maimona said people in the crowd will often pick out a specific runner and start cheering for that runner, according to senior Emily Deye, who ran the race in just under four and a half hours.

"They were really inspiring. They kept me going when I was at my worst," said Suddes.

Most of the 147 minors cited in the Oct. 13 raid of Fingtan's Irish Pub will face community service and fines from St. Joseph County, and Notre Dame students will likely receive additional punishment from the University.

Nearly everyone who received a citation for being a minor in a tavern is a student at either Notre Dame or Saint Mary's. Police cited six for possession of false identification and three were arrested and booked at the county jail for various charges of resisting arrest, public intoxication and minor consumption of alcohol.

Most of those students were given "pretrial diversion" which prevents the incident from being put on their record if they pay a $220 court fee and complete 40 hours of community service. This is the Prosecutor's Office's standard procedure for minors charged with consuming alcohol.

Minor in a tavern is a Class C misdemeanor, which can carry up to a $500 fine and six months in jail, as well as loss of driver's license. The students were not punished that severely, but some still called the sanction harsh.

"I think it's pretty heavy," said Meredith Pierce, a Saint Mary's sophomore who was cited. "The community service is heavy for me being a college student."

Notre Dame will likely also discipline its underage students who were at Fingtan's. No decisions have been made yet about sanctions, according to Jeff Shoup, director of Residence Life, but the students will have individual disciplinary hearings in the coming weeks.

Punishments will vary depending on a student's prior record and what they were cited for at Fingtan's. Shoup said it was hard to generalize about sanctions.

"When you're talking about Fingtan's, there's a lot of different circumstances," Shoup said. "People who were drinking, not drinking, in possession of fake IDs and so on."
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Adam's story

Adam was a junior at Washington and Lee University. He was smart. He could make you laugh out loud even when he was making fun of you. He was tall and had a beautiful smile. Adam was just like you and me.

Saturday night, on his way home from a fraternity party, Adam was killed in a car accident. Reports haven't confirmed whether alcohol was involved, but as my Dad told me last night on the phone, it doesn't matter. The bottom line is the same.

Adam was a junior at Washington and Lee University. He was smart. He could make you laugh out loud even when he was making fun of you. He was tall and had a beautiful smile. Adam was just like you and me.

Laura Rolf
Assistant News Editor

INJURED DOME

COLUMBUS, Ohio

A Saturday night riot resulted in the injuring of three Columbus police officers, the damage of two police cruisers and the overturning of a 1992 Saturn, according to a police report. Thirty individuals were arrested, but Columbus police have yet to disclose the names.

A party turned ugly when bike police showed up at the house, according to student Jessica Adams. She said police were already in the area because they received an unrelated flight down the street, but when bike police showed up at the party, some of the members of the party began throwing bottles at them.

Three police officers were injured by the glass bottles. One was cut by the glass. Student Christi Hawk said bottles weren't the only things being thrown at the party.

"People were throwing bottles, and then kegs, and then fence stakes were getting pulled out of the ground and being thrown." Christi Hawk
Ohio State University student

That night I was called to the front dorm on campus by a friend. She was standing in the door with three other girls and in her hand was a fist full of razor blades. She had cut herself in a fit of anger and was crying bitterly. I took her into my arms and tried to comfort her. We talked for a long time about the things she was going through and how difficult it must be for her.

I told her that I was there for her and that I would help her in any way I could. I gave her my phone number and told her to call me if she needed me. She agreed, and we hugged again. We parted ways, and I went on my way, knowing that I had done everything I could for her.

Outside the Dome

Injured police halt Ohio State party turned riot

"People were throwing bottles, and then kegs, and then fence stakes were getting pulled out of the ground and being thrown." Christi Hawk
Ohio State University student

"My main goal is just to get a degree. Football's OK, but I'm thinking of bigger and better things."

Jerome Sopp
Sophomore strong safety

DEPAUW UNIVERSITY

School blocks more MP3 websites

GREENCASTLE, Ind.

Students are going through MP3 withdrawal — again. DePauw University updated its block against Napster, a popular MP3 download Web site Oct. 15, and blocked similar sites iMesh and Scour from the University network. According to Mike Moore, director of computer operations, the sites were consuming a significant portion of the network's bandwidth, limiting the use of the Internet for academic purposes. "For example, the library can't get government documents to download because the network is busy," Moore said. In an e-mail sent to the DePauw community Wednesday, Moore announced the block, explaining it was "the best short term solution for the greatest number of people." Moore said computing services is looking into an option that will allow students limited use of the blocked sites without intruding on the network's academic function. Through the use of "bandwidth shapers," computer operations will be able to set priority for traffic on the network.

LOCAL WEATHER

5 Day South Bend Forecast

The AccuWeather® forecast for university conditions and high temperature.

Wednesday 65 44
Thursday 65 44
Friday 65 37
Saturday 49 33
Sunday 50 33
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Quote of the Week

"If we are going to be a great University in the very best sense, then we need to be competitive for the very best faculty." Fathel Edward Malloy University president

"It's important to understand we're all different and have different cultures within us." Akmaral Omorova Saint Mary's diversity board president

"Nobody should be going through life counting calories and counting fat grams." Jocelyn Antonelli manager of nutrition and safety

"My main goal is just to get a degree. Football's OK, but I'm thinking of bigger and better things." Jerome Sopp Sophomore strong safety

University of Illinois

Students rally for women's rights

CHAMPAIGN, III.

Men and women gathered on the south patio of the Union at the University of Illinois on Friday, holding posters that read "Rape Whispers = Pacifiers" and "Women's Rights are Human Rights, Not Special Rights!" The crowd chanted as Brooke Anderson, master of ceremonies, led the audience in various chants and songs. She called for the audience to do something about violence against women.

"We organized the rally both to demonstrate the inadequacy of measures taken by the administration to curb violence and to demand that the administration include us in developing comprehensive proposals to provide better services for women and end sexism in all aspects of University life," Anderson said.

Kurt Hilgendorf, a junior in communications, said he learned that the situation for women on campus is more dangerous than most people expect. "They face pressures everyday that men don't face," he said. "So many women are being assaulted on campus, and we need to do something about it."
ND trustee Thomas Labrecque dies at 62

Special to The Observer

Thomas Labrecque, a member of the Board of Trustees of the University of Notre Dame, died Oct. 16 at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York City at age 62.

A Notre Dame trustee since 1994, Labrecque was the former chairman and president of the Chase Manhattan Corporation. He joined Chase in 1964 and rose quickly through the ranks, becoming a member of the management committee in 1976, president and chief operating officer in 1981, and chairman and CEO in 1990. After retiring from Chase in June 1999, Labrecque served as chairman of Chase’s International Advisory Council.

In addition to serving on Notre Dame’s board, Labrecque was a director of Pfizer Inc., a past president of the International Monetary Conference and The Bankers Roundtable, and an active member of the Business Council and the Council of Competitiveness. He also served as a trustee of The Brookings Institution, the Trilateral Commission, a director of the International Rescue Committee and a member of the Council on Foreign Relations.

Labrecque was graduated from Villanova University in 1960 and spent four years in the U.S. Navy, rising to the rank of full lieutenant.

Labrecque is survived by his wife, Sheila, four children, five grandchildren, three brothers and four sisters.

A memorial service will be held Nov. 8 at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City. In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions can be made to The Thomas G. Labrecque Leadership Institute, Red Bank Catholic High School, 112 Broad Street, Red Bank, N.J. 07701; or Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, Lung Cancer Research Fund, Box E, 1275 York Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021.

CLC: Reform sexual assault programs

Unanimously approved resolution calls for programs in dorms

By TIM LOGAN, Senior News Writer

The Campus Life Council Monday joined the chorus of groups calling for increased educational programs about sexual assault.

Members unanimously approved a resolution asking the Office of Student Affairs to extend presentations on the topic in residence halls.

While the resolution does not request a specific program, its authors said they hoped it would lead to sexual assault presentations like the ones currently given to freshmen on diversity issues and alcohol.

Currently, incoming freshmen must attend a presentation on sexual assault in Washington Hall, but Lewis Hall senator Luciana Reali said dorm presentations would be more effective.

"We thought it would be a good idea to have students educated about this in all residence halls," she said.

Having the discussion in a more casual residence hall setting would also encourage discussion, which is difficult in Washington Hall, Reali said.

There was also discussion of how to encourage dialogue on sexual assault between sexes, and some members voiced concern that dorm presentations would mean that there was no inter-gender discussion.

"It’s a very complex issue and there’s a lot of silence on it because it's a complex issue," said Jay Smith, student government chief of staff.

"We should find more ways to talk about it in a setting where it's comfortable for both sexes." said assistant vice president of residence life Bill Kirk. "This topic is not going to go away."

The motion comes on the heels of a University decision to adjust the way it handles sexual assaults. Earlier this year, Notre Dame announced it would distribute pamphlets about the hearing process and student rights and hire an advisor to help students who have been assaulted. The University also created an advisory committee of faculty, students and administrators, as well as representatives from Saint Mary’s and Sex Offense Services.

It was the first resolution the CLC has passed this year.
Raid
continued from page 1
In large raids in the past, such as ones on Bridget Mcguire’s and the Irish Connection in 1998, University punishment has included a combination of community service and fines. No decision has yet been made about sanctions for student-athletes who were at the bar, according to Bill Kirk, assistant vice president for Residence Life, basketball players Troy Murphy, Tom Timmermans and Jeff Mazura were cited, as was football player Gerome Sapp. Timm, according to Linda Timm, vice president for Student Affairs.

Timm will send a letter to Sapp.

Sapp, however, will be made by the coaches, but the disciplinary action from their decisions for student-athletes about sanctions for students who “lived” in the context of violent conflict.

The raid happened around 1 a.m. on the Friday before fall break. Officers from the Indiana State Excise Police and the South Bend Police Department raided the bar, which had its liquor license suspended. There had been numerous complaints of underage drinking at the bar, a popular student-nerdspot, especially on Thursdays. Some of those complaints came from Notre Dame.

“We have expressed long time concern about underage drinking off-campus. We’re always been in discussion with local authorities.” Bill Kirk, assistant vice president of Residence Life

Special to The Observer

The University of Notre Dame has received a $350,000 grant from the Rockefeller Foundation for the newly established Program in Religion, Conflict and Peacebuilding in the University’s Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies.

The grant will support the Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellows Program at the University for research and examination of the multiple roles played by particular religious traditions in conflict settings around the world.

The new program explores the complex role of religion in contemporary conflicts ranging from the legitimation or sacralization of violence, to participation in conflict mediation and reconciliation, to the advocacy and practice of nonviolent resistance as a religious imperative. It also explores the phenomenon of “lived religion” by examining how religious traditions move from sacred scripture or traditional norm to the practical principles which guide specific decisions and actions taken in the context of violent conflict.

The Rockefeller Visiting Fellows grant comes at a critical time in the life of our new program in religion, conflict and peacebuilding,” said Scott Appleby, director of the Kroc Institute and professor of history.

As a result of the Rockefeller Foundation’s generosity, we will be able to bring to campus scholars of religion, as well as Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Hindu and Buddhist leaders from around the world, to participate in conflict mediation and reconciliation, to the advocacy and practice of nonviolent resistance as a religious imperative. It also explores the phenomenon of “lived religion” by examining how religious traditions move from sacred scripture or traditional norm to the practical principles which guide specific decisions and actions taken in the context of violent conflict.

The Rockefeller Foundation is a knowledge-based, global foundation with a commitment to enrich and sustain the lives and livelihoods of poor and excluded people throughout the world.

While TIAA-CREF invests for the long term, it’s nice to see performance like this.
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In our CREF Growth Account, one of many CREF variable annuities, we combine active management with enhanced indexing. With two strategies, we have two ways to seek out performance opportunities—helping to make your investments work twice as hard.
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Israel

Palestinians carry the body of Salah al-Nijmi, a 17-year-old boy who was killed during clashes between Israeli soldiers and Palestinian stone-throwers in the Gaza Strip, during his funeral procession in the south Gaza Strip refugee camp of Maghazi Oct. 23. The death toll rose to at least 127 in more than three weeks of violence between Israeli soldiers and Palestinians.

Cease fire fails to stop fighting

Officials still seeking Middle East peace deal

Associated Press

JERUSALEM

With the peace process on ice, embattled Prime Minister Ehud Barak attempted Monday to cobble together a coalition government that would include hard-liners and further diminish prospects for a peace treaty with the Palestinians.

Street clashes persisted Monday, and Israeli security forces cracked down on Palestinian areas, closing the airport in the Gaza Strip and sealing off a West Bank town that has been the source of shooting on Gilo, a Jewish neighborhood of Jerusalem.

Barak, who announced an indefinite "timeout" from the disintegrating peace process on Sunday, turned his focus to salvaging his shrunken coalition before parliament returns from a three-month recess on Sunday.

To keep his government from collapse and avoid early elections, Barak was wooing the leader of the right-wing opposition, Ariel Sharon — the man Palestinians blame for provoking the current spasm of violence. Barak and his negotiators met Sharon and planned additional talks Tuesday.

Meanwhile, the death count grew. Two Palestinian teen-agers died Monday from head wounds suffered in earlier clashes in the West Bank town of Nablus, and a Hebrew man died during a firebomb on Monday night.

The deaths on the 26th day of fighting brought the overall toll to 124, all but eight of them Arabs. The clashes erupted after Sharon made a controversial Sept. 28 visit to the most contested religious shrine in Jerusalem, sacred to both Jews and Muslims.

Fighting raged for a second night on Jerusalem's periphery Monday when Palestinian gunmen in Beit Jalla opened fire on the Jewish neighborhood of Gilo. Israeli police responded with machine-gun fire and tank shells. In a first, police ordered a "lightning" for those Gilo homes facing Beit Jalla. Three Palestinians were slightly injured in the shelling.

The army also reported firebombs at other friction points in the West Bank as well as a number of firebomb incidents. An Israeli soldier was wounded in one firebomb attack at Rachel's Tomb, an Israeli enclave in Bethlehem.

Earlier, Palestinian stone throwers clashed with Israeli soldiers at two chronic trouble spots in the Gaza Strip, with 36 Palestinians wounded, according to hospital doctors.

Judge: Citizens to decide flag's fate

Associated Press

JACKSON, Miss.

A judge ruled Monday that Mississippi voters should be allowed to decide whether the embattled state flag, which incorporates the Confederate battle banner, stays or goes.

The question could be on a statewide ballot in 2002, Hinds County Circuit Judge Swan Yerger said Monday.

Flag opponents, who say the Confederate banner is a racist symbol, were looking to Gov. Ronnie Musgrove's 17-member commission to propose alternative designs and called the ruling unfortunate.

"Gov. Musgrove has put into motion a process by which people can talk about this business of the flag without it becoming a simple thumbs up, thumbs down proposition," said Richard Heworth, a book store owner in Oxford who had challenged the initiative as unconstitutional.

Flag supporters said the judge's decision is a victory for the democratic process and Southern heritage.

"If you don't like the flag the way it is, or if you do like the flag, you'll get to vote on it," said Greg Stewart, an attorney and member of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, who sought to place the issue before voters.

The question he wants asked on the ballot: "Should 'the flag adopted in 1894 and used continuously thereafter be the official state flag.'"

Stewart and initiative backers still must get the signatures of about 90,000 registered voters to place the measure on the ballot.
Turkey

Greece leaves NATO exercises in protest

Associated Press

ISTANBUL, Turkey - Greek forces have pulled out of NATO exercises in Turkey after a dispute between the neighboring nations over military boundaries in the Aegean Sea, military officials said.

The dispute marked the first serious threat to a yearlong effort to improve relations between the traditional rivals.

"There is a real problem which NATO must deal with," Greek government spokesman Dimitris Heppas said Monday.

Greece's Defense Minister, Akis Tsochatzopoulos, ordered the country's forces to pull out of the maneuvers after NATO did not respond to a Greek request to cut the seven-nation exercises short.

Speaking on condition of anonymity, a senior Turkish military official at the NATO exercises said the entire Greek contingent - two warships, six jets and 127 soldiers - had returned home by Monday morning.

The pullout came after Turkey blocked Greek jets from participating in the exercise Saturday and warned of "undesired results" if Greece persisted in flying over two Aegean islands.

Turkey says the Greek islands, Lemnos and Ikaria, are "demilitarized zones" under past agreements. Greece, which maintains a strong minority presence on Lemnos, says they were included in exercise flight plans.

The seven-nation military exercises are scheduled to end Wednesday.

Turkey and Greece have come close to war three times in the last 26 years over the divided island of Cyprus and over a number of territorial disputes in the Aegean. But the neighboring nations agreed last year to set aside long-standing differences and begin talks aimed to ease tensions.

"I don't find it right that after one or two events one immediately becomes pessimistic on these efforts toward friendship," Sabahattin Cakmakoglu, Turkish defense minister, said. He was accepted as a candidate to join the European Union after one or two events. He said the dispute should not be seen as the end of efforts to improve relations.

"I don't find it right that after one or two events one immediately becomes pessimistic on these efforts toward friendship," Cakmakoglu said.

Also Monday, Turkey's private television NTV reported that Greek Cypriot missile batteries locked on two Turkish F-16s which apparently entered Greek Cypriot air space to confront two Greek jets taking off from Paphos air base.

"You can't lock your missiles on our planes," NTV television quoted Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash as saying. "If you are not careful, this could mean war."

Cyprus has been divided into ethnic Greek and Turkish areas since the 1974 Turkish invasion which came in the wake of a coup by supporters of union with Greece. Turkey maintains 35,000 troops on the island.

Clinton pushes for Web privacy

Associated Press

WASHINGTON

The Clinton administration is stepping up its effort to ensure the government protects Americans' personal privacy after a congressional report alleged federal agencies electronically track users online.

When asked about the report, which said 13 federal agencies ignored a directive against tracking visitors to government Web sites, White House spokesman Nick Siewert said the administration is starting to keep tabs on agencies.

"What we've done concretely is to ask them, when they submit their budget requests in December, to give us an update on exactly where they are in the process and how they're correcting their policy if it's out of compliance with our regulations," Siewert told reporters.

Siewert and the White House Office of Management and Budget made a distinction - also made in the original General Accounting Office study - between helpful tracking by electronic "cookies" and surreptitious collection of information.

In a letter responding to the GAO, the budget office's deputy director for management, Sally Katzen, said that some of the cookies used on federal sites are helpful, similar to "shopping cart" cookies on a retailer's Web site.

On an Education Department site, cookies help student loan recipients fill out applications and consolidate their loans online. The U.S. Mint shopping site also uses cookies to keep track of purchases.

"These sessions cookies also have important advantages for electronic government" and are not covered by the White House order barring cookies, Katzen wrote.
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RUSSIA

American pleads innocent in spy case

Associated Press

MOSCOW
Reading from a 40-page statement he says will be his only testimony, American businessman Edmond Pope told a court Monday he did not expect a fair trial on spy charges, his attorney said.

Pope is being tried in a closed courtroom on charges brought by Russia's Federal Security Service, which says he illegally bought plans for a high-speed torpedo. He says he is innocent.

His attorney, Pavel Astakhov, told journalists that Pope read from a prepared statement listing over 80 objections to the way the trial has been conducted and accusing the judges of bias.

"He believes now that the stance taken by the court is a rather accusatory one, and there is no chance to obtain a fair judgment," Astakhov said. If convicted, Pope faces 10 to 20 years in prison. To protest the way the case has been handled, he will make no testimony beyond his prepared statement, the lawyer said.

Pope, a 54-year-old former naval intelligence officer, could be glimpsed through courtroom doors as he sat in the defendant's cage, wearing a brown apron jacket and striped tie.

He has been confined in Moscow's grim and overcrowded Lefortovo prison since his arrest April 3. His family says he was suffering from a rare form of bone cancer that was in remission when he was arrested, and want him released for examination.

The defense has lodged 15 motions — from a request for an examination by doctors, including Pope's American surgeon, to a demand to replace the court translator, who is an officer of the intelligence service that brought the charges against Pope. All have been rejected, Astakhov said.

He said that he would move to have some of the transcripts of Pope's interrogations thrown out because they contained errors.

The Federal Security Service, the chief successor of the Soviet KGB, says Pope is a spy. His supporters say he was trying to buy information about technology that is at least a decade old and has already been sold abroad. A defense request to subpoena a letter from a Moscow scientific institute that Astakhov said authorized him to get the information has also been rejected by the court.

"It is obvious that Ed Pope will not receive a fair trial, even though it is clear that he is innocent," Pope's congressman, Rep. John Peterson of Minnesota, said in a statement released Sunday in Washington, D.C.

Peterson and Pope's wife, Cheri, planned to travel to Moscow this week. Cheri Pope will request access to the courtroom to provide moral support for her husband as he faces his accusers, Peterson said.

After leaving the Navy, Pope worked as a researcher at Penn State University and later founded CERF Technologies International, a company specializing in developing foreign maritime equipment.
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UGANDA

Ebola claims 54 lives in week-long outbreak

Associated Press

KAMPALA, Uganda

For the first time in more than a week, the death toll from the Ebola outbreak in northern Uganda has not increased during a 24-hour period.

Dr. Sam Okware, who chairs a task force set up to deal with the outbreak, said Monday that 11 new cases of the virus were identified in the previous 24 hours. But he said early detection was helping to prevent deaths.

Ebola, a type of hemorrhagic fever for which there is no known cure, has claimed 54 lives and infected at least 106 other people around the town of Gulu, 225 miles north of Kampala.

"The people are coming to terms with the initial shock. They know how it is transmitted and how to avoid it," Okware said.

"We're dealing with the outbreak," Okware said after the 11 new cases were identified on Monday. "We're trying to make sure that people are aware of how they should avoid Ebola.

"We're doing our best to make sure that people understand how to avoid Ebola, how to treat it and how to deal with it.

"The people are coming to terms with the initial shock. They know how it is transmitted and how to avoid it."

"We're doing our best to make sure that people understand how to avoid Ebola, how to treat it and how to deal with it."

The virus is transmitted through contact with bodily fluids, such as mucus, saliva and blood.

In later stages, the victim begins bleeding internally, vomiting blood and producing bloody diarrhea and eventually bleeding from all orifices. At this point, and for a short time after death, the patient is most contagious.

Experts from the World Health Organization, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Doctors without Borders are in Gulu helping the Ugandan authorities attempt to contain the disease.

On Friday, WHO launched an appeal for $848,000 to help the government, while the U.N. World Food Program is delivering food to hospitals treating victims. Ugandan authorities have allocated $200,000 to fight the outbreak.

The strain of the virus affecting Gulu has been identified as Ebola Sudan, one of three strains that can infect humans.

The strain was last detected near the Ebola River in southern Sudan in 1979, creating suspicions that it may have been inadvertently brought to the district by Ugandan rebels, who have bases in southern Sudan.
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George Winston

A Solo Piano Concert

Friday
October 27, 2000
8 pm
O'Laughlin Auditorium

For ticket information contact the Saint Mary's Box Office at 284-4626

Please join us in support of the The Center for the Homeless by bringing a donation of canned food to the concert.

Then we will collection buckets at the entrance.

The Gates Chevy World and Toyota Shootout

Pre-Season Action!
Thursday, October 25th
7:30 pm
at The Joyce Center

Tickets on sale now at the Joyce Center Box Office, all TicketMaster outlets, or by phone at 219-277-3277 and at all TicketMaster outlets.

Please join us in support of the The Center for the Homeless by bringing a donation of canned food to the concert.

Then we will collection buckets at the entrance.
Gore supporters lack zeal of Bush campaign

Associated Press

WASHINGTON  Ralph Nader supporters who worry that they could lose the presidential election to the Republicans are being told in a new ad campaign that "a vote for Nader is not a vote for Bush." The Green Party candidate currently draws about 4 percent in national polls, and some Democrats fear he could siphon enough votes from Democrat Al Gore to give Texas Gov. George W. Bush the edge in several states with close races.

The vice president said Monday that "it's too early to tell" what impact Nader will have on Election Day. "Toward the end of the election it is likely still that the vast majority of people will want to cast a vote that will decide the future of the country," Gore said. "My task is not to tell those people not to vote for Nader. Instead, my task is to convince them to vote enthusiastically for me.

Full-page ads scheduled to run Friday are trying to convince voters otherwise:

"Why Voting for a Candidate Who Can't Win Is the Smartest Thing You'll Ever Do," reads the ad, which will appear in a dozen daily and weekly alternative newspapers. "And Don't Vote for Nader is Not a Vote for Bush.

The ads are meant to appeal to independents, former supporters of Republican candidate John McCain, and "disgruntled Democrats" who might otherwise sit out the election, said Greg MacArthur, who organized the group. "Citizens for Strategic Voting" paid $32,000 for the ads.

The votes that can be gotten for Nader are more likely to come from a state where there's no real competition and I simply want to make that point." Greg MacArthur

Nader supporter
db*

NOTRE DAME LAW FAIR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Lower Level, McKenna Hall Law school representatives from 60 schools will be available in an informal setting to answer questions and provide information about their school to all students who are interested in a career in law. The following schools will be represented:

Alumni- Senior Club Halloween Bash

GET READY FOR COSTUMES, PRIZES, AND FUN AT THE CLUB'S TRADITIONAL HALLOWEEN BASH!

The Austin (Texas) American Statesman, The Austin Chronicle, The San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco Examiner, The San Francisco Bay Guardian and The Washington (D.C.) Post. Gore has a sizable lead in Texas and a big lead in Massachusetts, and Bush is far ahead in Texas. But Colorado is close, and Democrats are concerned about losing votes to Nader in California, where Bush has been eating into Gore's lead.

MacArthur said his main goal is to help Nader win at least 5 percent of the popular vote to qualify the Green Party for federal campaign money in 2004. "The message is, if you live in a state where one party or the other major party candidates has a lock, and you're not happy with the way things are going, your only effective vote is for Nader because that adds up in the national total and can bring him millions of dollars for 2004," said MacArthur, a business man and documentary filmmaker.

Nader supporters take out ads
Arizona flooding forces evacuations

Associated Press

PARKERV, Ariz. — Rescue workers searched for several people believed to be missing Monday after their trailers were swept away by fierce flooding in two western Arizona towns.

Hundreds of people were forced to evacuate the neighboring towns of Wenden and Salome after a little more than an inch of rain triggered major flooding Sunday. Witnesses saw at least two people carried away in a torrent of water, said Red Cross spokeswoman Rosie Barraza.

The missing people were believed to have been among dozens of migrant workers picking crops in the area. The workers had been living in trailers near the Centennial Wash, which funneled storm water into the area.

Because of the desert terrain, water doesn't soak into the ground, and Sunday's rainfall was joined by flood water pouring into Wenden and Salome from higher elevations. Sheriff's officials said they had reports of at least seven people missing but no reports of deaths or major injuries.

National Guard helicopters searched the area for people possibly trapped or swept away by the flood. "They had helicopters rescuing people out of trees," said Randy Ussery, whose home was filled with at least a foot of water Monday. "I had people banging on my door at five in the morning. We didn't even know it was coming. There was no warning."

"They had helicopters rescuing people out of trees. I had people hanging on my door at five in the morning. We didn't even know it was coming."

La Paz County officials declared a state of emergency in Wenden, a town of about 1,200 about 80 miles west of Phoenix. The state also was preparing to declare an emergency, which would be necessary to seek federal emergency relief funding.

The flooding had knocked out several trailers over and a few elderly residents had to be airlifted out because of stress-related illnesses, said La Paz County Sheriff's Lt. Don Davis. Vehicles in Wenden were turned on their sides by the flood's force and almost completely submerged under murky water that was 8 feet deep in some places. About 500 people had been evacuated.

The towns of Wenden and Salome usually get about one-half inch of rain in the entire month of October. But they were drenched by 1.2 inches of rain that fell from Saturday night through Sunday night, according to the National Weather Service, and more rain was expected.

Davis said natural gas service had been cut off in Wenden and electricity service was sporadic. He said water flowing from town taps was undrinkable because of possible contamination.

"The general atmosphere out here is that people are just grateful," said Andrea Munzer, another Red Cross spokeswoman. "They're upset they've lost their things, but I think most people are just happy they're all right."

In Texas, thunderstorms Sunday and Monday swelled rivers and flooded roads west of San Antonio with more than six inches of rain.

In the northern part of the state, storms pelted the region with pingpong ball-sized hail and spawned at least two tornadoes, one that skirted Amarillo. No injuries or major damage was reported.

Flooding in southwest Oklahoma forced hundreds of residents to flee homes in Chickasha and Anadarko, where more than nine inches of rain fell in 24 hours.

"Basically over the last several days we've just had a good increase of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico," said National Weather Service forecaster Jose Garcia, in Amarillo.

Actors find solution to six-month strike

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES

Actors who appear in TV and radio commercials praised a deal Monday that would end their six-month strike against the advertising industry, the longest talent walkout in Hollywood history.

"This is a great bit of news. My head hurts from bumping on the ceiling," actor Richard Dreyfuss said Monday at a boisterous New York rally for the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television Radio Artists.

If a joint union board endorses the contracts Oct. 28, actors could be back at work two days later while ratification by the rank-and-file takes place by mail.

Exact terms of the three-year deals were not disclosed. But both sides confirmed that the payment structure — the biggest source of friction during negotiations — will be largely unchanged after Hollywood's first major walkout in 12 years.

SAG rebuffed an industry demand that actors give up payments they receive every time a commercial runs on network television, union negotiator John McGuire said. And the union dropped its demand to spread the residual system to cable TV, meaning actors will receive a flat fee for cable ads instead of "pay-for-play."

Advertisers also agreed that union members should be used in online ads, though no pay rates were negotiated.

"It's a win-win. It's a fair compromise from both sides. We're pleased with it," said Ira Shepard, an industry negotiator.

The strike, which began May 1, cost the Los Angeles-area economy an estimated $125 million in lost production, drove commercial work to Canada and Europe and illustrated the increasing strain of labor relations in the entertainment industry.

Next year, actors and writers will negotiate separately with the major Hollywood studios, producers and TV networks.

SAG and AFTRA claim a combined membership of 135,000. Their members lost untold millions in commercial payments during the strike.

"I believe we can hold our heads high, as can the industry," AFTRA President Shelby Scott said. "I think the industry will be happy they can begin shooting good commercials again."

The industry, represented by the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers, was hit by boycotts and high-profile protests that increasingly involved marquee celebrities, including Paul Newman and Rosie O'Donnell.
I’ve done a lot of babysitting in my short life, and I’ve found that you can learn a lot from little kids. Of all the small lessons the numerous kids have taught me, the most important one is that no matter how old you are, you are still a kid, and people will continuously treat you like one. I don’t care if you are 21 or 61, at some point at some time at some place someone will assume you have no idea what is going on or that there is something else you need to learn to make it in this world.

So why not break out of the scholarly shell we seem to encase ourselves in and act like the kids we are inside? Think about this: What better time of your life was there than when you were a kid? I know I, for one, am definitely a kid, not just at heart. Considering the fact that I still consider Sesame Street quality programming, eat a lot of foods that contain the word ‘nut’ and in them (i.e. macaroni and cheese, peanut butter and jelly) and still feel that finger painting is a valid form of self-expression, I think it’s safe to say that yes, I am a kid. I’m so in touch with my inner child it’s like I never left grade school.

What kind of kid are you? I’m not saying what kind of kid you are, because our kid persona change somewhat once we technically leave childhood. I know I, for one, was actually a very good kid in my younger days, never gave teachers any trouble, obeyed my parents for the most part, that sort of thing. (Hard to believe, if you knew me now.) What kind of kid are you now? See which one fits you best. (Note that you may see yourself in more than one category, I know I do.)

The “I Have a Booger” kid. This kid is yours if you have a penchant for exhibitionism, and like to show and tell people everything about you, disregarding the fact it is appropriate or not. Think of the little kid who likes to show you his or her boogers after picking their nose or the college student who likes to run naked across the quad.

The “Big Words” kid. If your first word was not “mamma,” “dada,” or “doggie,” but rather “ostentatious,” or “loquacious,” then chances are you were either an only child or the very youngest sibling who hung out with adults a lot and learned to speak via people triple your age. And this vocabulary has most likely continued on in college. Think English majors.

The “Skipper” kid. This is the kid who always repeats everything they say even when no one is listening. In the olden days you would have been called a “Broken record,” but hey, we’re inner children of the millennium. Think of the small child first learning to use his or her vocal cords and says.

The “Go-Getter” kid. This is the kid who always repeats everything they say even when no one is listening. In the olden days you would have been called a “Broken record,” but hey, we’re inner children of the millennium. Think of the small child first learning to use his or her vocal cords and says.

The “Bouncing Off the Walls” kid. If you consistently go to bed after 2 a.m., then this is you. Also known as the “I Like to Keep My Roommate Awake” kid or, more commonly, the “Night Owl,” you do anything you can to stay awake, from getting a glass of water to checking your email repeatedly or IM-ing until all hours, and your roommate probably wants to strangle you. Skip it, or there will be no more books for you before bedtime.

The “Go-Getter” kid: This is you if you knew from age 2 what you wanted to be in life. You had your first internship lined up at the age of 12 and your first job ready and waiting for you before you even entered college. You had a lemonade stand when you were little, didn’t you? Some people never change.

Clearly there are more categories than the ones I’ve listed. And more important than which and how many categories you find yourself in is the notion that you do, indeed, find yourself in one of these categories. Accept and own up to your childishness. Embrace it like you would your favorite stuffed animal.

And then go build yourself a tree-house.

Molly Strzelecki is a senior writing major. She can be contacted at mstrzelecki@stmarys.edu. Her column appears every other week.
Supporting Notre Dame fan in his struggle against leukemia

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Supporting Notre Dame fan in his struggle against leukemia

Tuesday, October 24, 2000

Eliminate slant in journalistic reporting as in anthropological studies

Let's be objective. Let's summarize an event by stating the facts. Let's be journalists.

And so on. This matching of personal associations with the college sub-culture cliché. Restoring to labeling is not all bad — it serves as a mechanism of identification to put one's personal world to meet a remarkable individual and witness this 14-year-old's courage and passion for life.

Brittany Morehouse

All About Anthropology

And thus, the reader is left to infer from the data that humans are innately fierce and brutal in naturalistic conditions. This conclusion is highly controversial.

Tierney's work draws itself into the spotlight some serious questions about Chagnon's methodology, and it is as it should be. Scientists are subject to scrutiny.

However, Vergano reports the intra-disciplinary disagreement in melodramatic fashion rather than describing the scholastic debate forum, he projects an image of cartoonish researchers engaging in soaped opera antics. The quotes he chooses, the tone of the piece, the focus on negative backbiting of Chagnon, all stand double rather than address issues raised by Tierney in his book. Vergano also gratuitously dredges up old controversies in the field of anthropology. For example, the court battle between a group of anthropologists and Native Americans over the 9,000-year-old bones of a Kennewick Man is quite, mysteriously brought up, with Vergano actually suggesting that some bones might be missing from those returned to the Native Americans. This is irrelevant to the story. Vergano's leading and concluding lines, the most important in journalism, are accurate indicators of the overall sensationalistic tack taken in this piece. He begins, "The last time rain-forest science caused this much excitement, Indiana Jones was flying helicopters and blowguns on the big screen." This choice of allusion trivializes the serious nature of the problem. In his news piece about the hot topic, Vergano conveniently avoids trying to come to our mind's eye the facts of a question that he is uniquely its own, is to report on a people or culture as dispassionately as possible. However, in that reporting, anthropologists are taught to be constantly cognizant of the way their personal histories and interests influence their observations. This awareness is emphasized so that when doing fieldwork the anthropologist is sensitized to the way a personal view-point might influence the data.

Moreover, they realize that once they take on the task of studying a culture, they assume the mantle of fellow human being, and thereby are bound to the common rules of civility and caring that humans must share. Journalism's task, which is uniquely its own, is to present the facts of a situation or issue as dispassionately as humanly possible. It is the task of the reader to then form conclusions about the reporting. Vergano wrote over and beyond the boundaries of reporting, in the area of fomenting dissent and conflict. This charged the anthropological barrel of apples to all rotten based on one bad piece of fruit. This is not his place. To cast aspersions on the entire field is to generalize too much.

Both fields are supposed to inform others about something the public otherwise would have no way of knowing. Journalists, unlike anthropologists, do not have the opportunity, i.e., the space, to inform the reader how their history and mindset influence their reporting. What can be borrowed is the anthropologists is to be extra sensitive of the impact of their words, even as they remain extra careful to embrace objectivity.

Journalists and anthropologists have more in common than not. Perhaps the key is in the way they express conscience in their finished work. As for me, I hope my values are inculcated strongly enough to allow my conscience to lead the way, no matter what bad I may be wearing.

Brittany Morehouse is a senior American studies and anthropology major. She would like to tell Scott that on behalf of the student body he is in our thoughts and prayers. We are with him all the way.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

All of you that attended the Purdue pep rally last month had a chance to see the young man who was the subject of Tierney's charges are true. Those events all be rotten based on one bad piece of fruit. You can contact Scott at 7379 Golfcrest Drive, San Diego, CA 92119 or by e-mail at cheqs@home.com. I know that with the attitude this extraordinary young man possesses, along with our prayers, he will win this battle.

Bob Davi

Notre Dame Football Coach

Oct. 17, 2000
Mystikal finds success without No Limit's help

By ARIENNE THOMPSON
Scene Music Critic

The No Limit tank has rolled on by without its usual uproar for V2K, and guess who jumped ship? You may know him as the "Prince of the South" or as "Mr. He Gone," but whatever alias is used to identify Michael Tyler (read: Mystikal), the fact remains that he is one of the most talented and most highly esteemed rappers of recent years. With a mammoth fan base and a signature sound, Mystikal has managed to change his initial sleeper status into star-dom.

Signing on to Jive Records in 1995, Mystikal was an eager Gulf War vet ready to begin a new era in his life. Through live shows and word-of-mouth identification in his hometown of New Orleans, Mystikal succeeded in pushing 100,000 copies of his debut album Mind of Mystikal. Songs on that album like "Y'all Ain't Ready Yet" and "Here I Go" caught the attention of No Limit founder Geerog P, and soon after, Percy "Master P" Miller who signed Mystikal to his then small label, UKR Records. During his time as a "No Limit soldier," Tyler produced two impressive albums, Unpredictable and Ghost Fabulous, and made innumerable guest appearances on the albums of fellow label mates including Mia X, Fiend, and Silkk the Shocker.

With his rapid-fire delivery and gruff vocals, P had in Mystikal the ammunition for his tank. But as the latter saw his contract expire earlier this year, he made the critical decision not to renew it. He left No Limit in its fading glory and returned to Jive Records to create his fourth and most recent album, Let's Get Ready.

Mystikal proves with this album that he doesn't need No Limit dog tags to be a soldier. Mystikal proves with this album that he doesn't need No Limit dog tags to be a soldier. His familiar gravelly yell and trademark phrases make Let's Get Ready a true fan's delight. He's still "not playin'" and "da man right chea" continues to claim that he will tear other rappers apart on the mic. The "standards" are on this album as well. "Murderer III" is the latest of his moving tributary songs paying homage to his slain sister Michelle Tyler, a victim of domestic abuse.

In his fourth release, Let's Get Ready, Mystikal has created an album that both captures many of his trademark characterizations and finds him experimenting with new and alternative styles.

Let's Get Ready
Mystikal
Jive Records
Rating

Morphine provide one last thrill ride for fans

By JOE LARSON
Scene Music Critic

Every once in a while, a band comes along with a sound that is truly original. They don't just add on to something that has been done already, or simply duplicate something old that everyone has forgotten about. These bands are true innovators, so much so that they cannot even be copied. Morphine was one of these bands. Formed in Cambridge, Mass. in 1992, Morphine blends the speed and moodiness of punk with the smoothness of jazz and blues into a conglomeration that can never be imitated. The band consists of Billy Conway on drums, the late Mark Sandman on lead vocals and a 2-stringing slide bass, and Dana Colley on an array of saxophones.

The group thrived in the local music scene in Cambridge, and accumulated a large under-ground following after their first release, Good. Their second release, Cure for Pain, sold over 300,000 copies worldwide and Rolling Stone called them "1994's greatest underground success." They followed up Cure for Pain with two more albums, "Yes" and "Like Swimming," unfortunately, in 1999, Mark Sandman died of a heart attack onstage in Italy. After Sandman's death, Morphine's final studio recordings were released on the album entitled The Night Bootleg Detroit is an actual bootleg recording by a fan of Morphine's show in Detroit, so named because of its8,000,000 copies worldwide and Rolling Stone called them "1994's greatest underground success." They followed up Cure for Pain with two more albums, "Yes" and "Like Swimming," unfortunately, in 1999, Mark Sandman died of a heart attack onstage in Italy. After Sandman's death, Morphine's final studio recordings were released on the album entitled The Night Bootleg Detroit is an actual bootleg recording by a fan of Morphine's show in Detroit, so named because of its popularity. It is a great collection of Morphine's earliest work, encompassing both quick-paced rockers and slow, moody laments. Most of the songs on this album tell stories about particular characters, mostly women, and their strange brand of drug-user's mentality better than Oliver Stone ever could. Bootleg Detroit is truly a amazing album. The music breathes fresh air into rock music, and the lyrics complement the moody, dark swing perfectly.

Morphine takes jazz, adds the blues and a dash of punk, and then gives it the attitude of a Humphrey Bogart character. It is a grizzled, mysterious sound that cannot be compared to anything that has come before.

The live setting of Bootleg Detroit simply enhances the magic of this sound, making it resonate with the attitude and feeling that only this mixture could provide. In this industry that is constantly churning out done and redone, unoriginal blandness, Morphine captured real energy and originality.

Maybe they did find the cure for pain.
Junior receiver David Givens steps back to pass on the third-quarter reverse play that resulted in a 52-yard completion to senior Joey Getherall. The pass was the longest pass completion this season for the Irish.

Irish topple Mountaineers 42-28 to end streak

Getherall, Fisher lead strong offensive output

By NOAH AMSTADTER
Assistant Sports Editor

MORGANTOWN, WV
Amidst the golden autumnal hills of Appalachia the gold-painted helmets of the Irish shined in a dominant 42-28 win against the Mountaineers of West Virginia.

The win was the first in an opponent's stadium since Notre Dame toppled Boston College in Chestnut Hill in 1998 — back when current Irish quarterback Matt Lovecchio was preparing for his junior homecoming game.

"Overall, I thought this was an even football game coming in," said head coach Bob Davie after the game. "In all honesty I thought West Virginia had an advantage coming in playing at home. I'm happy to get out of here with a win."

The normally stellar defense gave up touchdowns on each of the Mountaineers' first two possessions — led by the strong running of Antonio Brown and receiving of Aven Cobourne. Davie takes credit for the early breakdown.

"I think the coach has to take responsibility for that," said Davie. "I don't know that we've had a better week of preparation defensively."

As the defense was sputtering, the Irish offense kept Notre Dame in the game. After going three-and-out on the first possession, true-freshman quarterback Matt Lovecchio led the Irish down the field — a drive highlighted by a 21-yard completion to Joey Getherall — to score on a Tony Fisher drive that tied the game at seven.

The turning point of the game came following that play, the Irish defense was able to force the Mountaineers — now led by true-freshman quarterback Scott McBrien — to go three and out. Getting the ball back with only 22 seconds remaining, Lovecchio found Fisher open in the endzone for Fisher's third touchdown of the day.

Following that play, the Irish defense was able to force the Mountaineers — now led by true-freshman quarterback Scott McBrien — to go three and out. Getting the ball back with only 22 seconds remaining, Lovecchio found Fisher open running down the sideline, where he caught the ball and ran past the defender for a 36-yard touchdown to close out the first half.

"It was a great pass," said Fisher. "I just reached my hands out there and it fell right into my hands."

The third quarter was more of the same for the Irish. Starting a drive at West Virginia's 40-yard line, Givens took the ball on a reverse and heaved a pass to a wide-open Getherall for a 52-yard gain — Notre Dame's longest passing play of the season.

"I had to do was make it look like it was a run play," said Getherall. "I just drifted out there and he threw a nice ball out there."

Two plays later, Lovecchio found Fisher open in the endzone for Fisher's third touchdown of the day.

The Irish capped off their scoring minutes later as Getherall returned a punt 73 yards for his second punt return for a touchdown of the season.

After allowing the Mountaineers two more scores — one each in the third and fourth quarters — the Irish defense seemed to run out of gas. Still, the defense played strong enough to hold on for the victory.

"We were up on the ropes here 42-14 and we let them go down the field and make some plays on us," said Davie of the team's defensive lapses late in the game. Still, Davie is confident heading into this week's home game against Air Force.

"It's fun to correct things when you win," he said.

---

player of the game
Joey Getherall
The senior receiver made two key catches leading to scores as well as returning a punt 73 yards for a touchdown.

quote of the game
"When mistakes are made, just erase them from your mind and keep going."
Matt Lovecchio
Irish quarterback

stat of the game
227 Notre Dame rushing yards
Led by an 80-yard rushing performance by junior Terrance Howard, the Irish ran for 93 more yards than the Mountaineers.
**Irish Insight**

**Irish defy so-called 'expert' predictions**

Mountaineer Field is supposed to be a tough place for the visiting team. "Eers fans are supposed to be some of the loudest and rowdiest fans in America. Freshman quarterback signal-caller Matt LoVecchio completed 11-13 passes for 167 yards on the ground. The defense is far from perfect, but Davie is finally showing that he has some of the best offensive and defensive talent in the country. Davie and his defensive coordinator Greg Mattison made the necessary adjustments and for the next 35 minutes, the Irish defense held the Mountaineers scoreless.

The offense was able to pass the defense of the Mountaineers and the offense was able to pass the defense of the Mountaineers. The Irish fans should have been pleased with this performance.

The defense looked disorganized and sloppy on the first two West Virginia possessions. Davie and his defensive coordinator Greg Mattison made the necessary adjustments and for the next 35 minutes, the Irish defense held the Mountaineers scoreless.

The defense that was so impressive in the previous two quarters looked content to coast away with a victory in the fourth. The offense, which showed so many different looks as it racked up 35 straight points, tacked back into the shell in the fourth and couldn't move the ball at all.

Now that the Irish have shown they can win on the road, they need to show they can bury a team on the road. With a 28-point lead, the Irish lost their killer instinct. Rather than moving in for that decisive touchdown to put the Mountaineers away, the Irish seemed to hold back and grind out the final 15 minutes. "I think it's a good reality check for us on defense," Davie said. "I don't know that we played terrible, but we didn't play well enough to win going down the stretch, I promise you. We were up on the ropes here 42-14 and we let them go down the field and make some plays."

The Irish aren't supposed to be 5-2. They aren't supposed to be ranked in the Top 20. They sure aren't supposed to be knocked out of the BCS bowl. This was supposed to be the year that everyone got to know Notre Dame when it was down.

Good thing nobody told Davie and Irish what they were supposed to be this year.

And for all those Internet Irish who were supposed to be road warriors once again:

**addition up the numbers**

| percent humidity in Morgantown on Saturday | 62 |
| yards run by Howard for longest Irish touchdown run since 1996 | 80 |
| number of passing yards completed by West Virginia | 305 |
| touchdowns scored by Tony Fisher — a career high for the junior | 3 |
| yards completed on Givens' pass to Getherrall — the longest pass completion for the Irish this season | 52 |
| rushing yards by expelled Irish back Monday night. | 18 |
| number of West Virginia quarterbacks hurt during the game | 1 |
| number of West Virginia male cheerleaders injured during the game | 1 |

Mike Connolly

Outside looking in

Joe DILLARD/The Observer

Irish head coach Bob Davie and defensive coordinator Greg Mattison instruct linebackers Rocky Boiman (left) and Anthony Denman during Saturday’s win against West Virginia.
Unlikely stars emerge as strong offense leads to win

By KERRY SMITH

Saturday's win against the West Virginia Mountaineers marked a change for head coach Bob Davie's No. 19 Irish squad. In more ways than one. The team that took the field against the Mountaineers did not put on a typical Notre Dame performance: its usually reliable and overwhelming defense faltered, the offense took command making up for its slacking counterpart, and the Irish pulled off their first win in an opponent's stadium since 1979. Hiding a 3-game winning streak, the Irish have secured a 5-2 record relying on a solid offense to balance a shaky and often unproductive defense. But every rule has its exception and Saturday proved to be it as it was the offense that lit the spark that ignited the Irish to the 45-28 victory over the Mountaineers. "I thought our offense really responded," Davie said. "Early on in the football game we were out of sync on defense. Playing on the road, our offense with the young quarterback really responded. You can see the big play capability we have."

Unlikely stars emerged for the Irish as freshman quarterback Matt LoVecchio found scoring 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Total scoring summary & stats ESPN/USA Today poll

<p>|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>team</th>
<th>record</th>
<th>points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Nebraska</td>
<td>7-0</td>
<td>1,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Virginia Tech</td>
<td>7-0</td>
<td>1,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Oklahoma</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>1,599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Miami (Fla.)</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>1,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Clemson</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>1,485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Florida State</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>1,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Oregon</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>1,369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Florida</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>1,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Washington</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>1,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Kansas State</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 TCU</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>1,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Ohio State</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Georgia</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Southern Miss</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Michigan State</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Purdue</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 South Carolina</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Oregon State</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 NOTRE DAME</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Missouri State</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 M.C. State</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Texas</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Northwestern</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Arizona</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Auburn</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other teams receiving votes: Colorado State, Pittsburg State, South Carolina State, Southern Miss, Texas A&M, Virginia Tech, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and others.

The increased dominance on offense was a key factor in Saturday's win because the normally stingy defense gave up the most points in any game this season, allowing the Mountaineers to put the ball in the end zone four times. "I think it's a good reality check for us on defense," Davie said. "I don't know that we played terrible, but we didn't play well enough to win going down the stretch."

Despite solid play in the middle quarters, the Irish showed up ready to play in the first and ended the game on a downhill slide in the fourth, allowing two touchdowns in each of quarter. "Defense usually steps it up for us," Getteller said. "Today we stepped it up the defense."
The Irish defense began the game by uncharacteristically allowing West Virginia to score on their first two possession. Rather than giving in, the Irish offense took over — building a 42-14 lead after scoring five unanswered touchdowns in the second and third quarters.

Terrance Howard rushed for a career-high 94 yards, including an 80-yard touchdown run. His roommate, Tony Fisher, scored a career-high three touchdowns. Receiver David Givens even got into the act, throwing a 52-yard pass to Joey Getherall. "Playing on the road, our offense with the young quarterback really responded," said head coach Bob Davie. "You can see the big play capability we have."

Junior tailback Tony Fisher races down the sideline in anticipation of Matt Lovecchio's pass. Fisher caught the pass for a touchdown to give the Irish a 28-14 lead heading into halftime.

IRISH OFFENSE STEPS UP

Fisher dives towards the goal in the third quarter against West Virginia. Fisher had a career-high three touchdowns in the game.

Julius Jones dives over a Mountaineer defender. Jones struggled in the game while playing with a hip pointer.
CONCERT REVIEW

Flaming Lips perform a spectacle of a rock show

By TIM BODONY
Scene Music Critic

It will not rain indoors, yet Wayne Coyne wears a yellow weatherproof jacket on stage. Natural fibers will not suffice for Coyne's and sparked the Lips transformation from Oklahoma City's biggest punk band into the cerebral and ethereal three-piece band that gave the world The Soft Bulletin in 1999. Based on that album, as well as 1996's Zaireeka (an eight song sound experiment requiring the listener to play four CDs simultaneously), one would assume that the Lips are the archetypal trouble-headed geniuses, disillusioned by a world that cannot fully appreciate their ideas. But at their recent soldout show at Chicago's Vic Theatre, the Lips, and especially Coyne, came across as something entirely different. Yes, their genius is apparent, but so too is their love for the spectacle that is live rock music.

The Lips rightfully label their shows nowadays as "multimedia extravaganzas." A giant video screen displays visual accompaniments to each song. Fake flowers adorn each mike stand. And most importantly, the band distributes headphones and a tiny receiver to the first few hundred fans, who can listen to an alternate, treble-rich version of the mix that is broadcast by a short-range FM transmitter. With the headphones, each instrument is clearly distinguishable, the left and right channels are kept separate, and the vocals come through perfectly.

Regardless of how good it sounds, it still feels terribly awkward to see the band in front of you, and yet receive the sound the same way you would if you were listening to their compact disc in the library. But in Andy Warhol sort of way, the media overload becomes quite captivating.

With only three guys on stage, the Lips have to use prerecorded tracks, mainly drum tracks, to supplement the live performance. Again, a strange feeling at a concert — unless it's a Britney Spears show. But the Lips find creative ways to make it work. Video clips of Steven Douter playing drums slip in and out of most songs, while on stage he typically handles a guitar part and triggers keyboard samples with his feet at the same time. Michael Ivins plays the bass, and Coyne is the ringmaster.

He keeps his hands free so that he can punish the gong one moment and encourage a mechanical bird to fly the next. With gusto reminiscent of Chariots of Fire, Coyne rakes his arms in victory at the end of each song, as if a landmark achievement in human history has just unfolded.

Without exaggerating too much, each song is indeed an exhibition all its own, complete with prop-aided gimmickry from Coyne. For example, the steady beat of "The Gash" nicely complements a circa 1983 jazzeresque video and the cheapie "A Spoonful Weighs a Ton" provides the ideal soundtrack for a Toilettubes montage.

Since the majority of the evening's material was drawn from The Soft Bulletin, it was uncertain how the band's only hit, "She Don't Use Jelly," would fit into this set-list circus. In typical Lips fashion, "She Don't Use Jelly" became a hilarious display of self-mockery featuring show- ers of confetti, balloons, and even a few individuals in teddy bear suits frolicking through the crowd before magically disappearing at the song's end.

All together, the spectacle put forth by the Lips is entirely different than the arena rock variety exemplified by the Rolling Stones. Between frequent trips to the gong and hand puppet displays, Coyne stands behind the microphone and sings with the utmost sincerity, with one hand on his heart and the other extended out to the audience. The words he sings probe at deepest questions of the human condition. What are the limits of human understanding? Who can rescue us from our sorry fate? Though the answers might be present, lingering under the surface of songs such as "Waiting for a Superman" and "Race for the Prize," we can worry about those things later.

For now, put on your headphones, fix your eyes upon the video screen, and enjoy the show.

THE FLAMING LIPS

Photo courtesy of Flaming Lips

Through the use of innovative sounds and outrageous stage antics, the Flaming Lips have again proven themselves as one of the most unique and creative bands in the rock scene.

UPCOMING CONCERTS

South Bend

Rodney Carrington Heartland Nov. 4

Indianapolis

SR-7 1

Concert Oct. 24

Concert Oct. 25

Concert Nov. 3

Vogue Theater Nov. 14

Vogue Theater Nov. 22

Vogue Theater Nov. 30

Chicago

Otis Day and the Knights VIC Theater Oct. 27

Les Lobos Riviera Oct. 28

Jayhawks Metro Oct. 29

Hootie and the Blowfish House of Blues Nov. 2

3 Doors Down Riviera Nov. 11

Cherry Poppin Daddies Metro Nov. 12

NEW RELEASES

Today

PJ Harvey - Stories From the City, Stories From the Sea
Christina Aguilera - My Kind of Christmas
Lenny Kravitz - Greatest Hits
Sammy Hagar - Ten 13

October 31

U2 - All That You Can't Leave Behind
Godsmack - Awake
Outkast - Stankonia
Insane Clown Posse - Bizar Bizar

November 7

Fatboy Slim - Halfway Between the Gutter and the Stars
Spice Girls - Forever
R. Kelly - TP-2.com

Courtesy of wallsounds.com
30-point 4th quarter pushes Jets over Dolphins

Associated Press

CAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. There must be something to this late-game magic the New York Jets claim they possess. Down 30-7 after three quarters, the Jets staged yet another incredible rally and stunned the Miami Dolphins 40-37 in overtime Monday night in a showdown for first place in the AFC East. A team that didn’t do anything right for nearly 45 minutes was unstoppable in the final quarter.

It was the third time the Jets (6-1) came roaring back in a fourth quarter of what has become a charmed season. They staved off victory on Vinny Testaverde’s fifth touchdown pass of the night, the 3-yarder to tackle Jumbo Elliott, who was eligible on the play, with 47 seconds to go.

Early in overtime, Marcus Coleman of the Jets intercepted a pass, then fumbled on his return and the Dolphins (5-2) recovered. But Coleman got another pick five plays later. Wayne Chrebet turned a short pass into a 25-yard completion on third down, setting up John Hall’s 40-yard field goal to cap the almost unbelievable victory.

It was the second time in the NFL’s prime time spotlight that the Jets won so improbably. They beat New England in Game 2 almost the same way. But that game ended far earlier than this one, which stretched until 2:20 a.m.

The Jets rallied with a precision they totally lacked for the first three quarters — and against a defense that had yielded just 5 points and the Jets 277 yards.

I thought New England was a great comeback, but this was incredible,” Chrebet said. “We took it upon ourselves and made the plays when we had to. It was gutcheck at halftime and we decided to go out swinging.”

They scored a knockout of Miami’s brilliant defense, which crumbled in the fourth quarter. That unit allowed 30 points in the fourth quarter, when the Jets had 20 first downs; Miami one.

It was the first time since 1981, when Atlanta did it, that a team scored 30 points or more in a fourth period. Testaverde hit Laveranues Coles for a 30-yard score, the rookie’s first NFL touchdown, found rookie Jermaine Wiggins for a 1-yard TD, his first pro score; hit Chrebet for 24 yards to tie it at 30 with 3:55 to go, then connected with the 300-pound Elliott to tie it at 33.

Testaverde finished 36-of-59 for 378 yards, five TDs and three interceptions.

Jay Fiedler, looking early in the game much like the legendary Dan Marino, was replaced, connected with Leslie Shepherd for a 46-yard TD one play after Chrebet’s touchdown. That score was set up by Brock Marion’s 47-yard kickoff return.

Dan Marino often beat the Jets with his arm, and Fiedler appeared to have done it, too. He also had a 42-yard TD throw to Shepherd in the first half and ran an efficient offense for three quarters. But the Jets displayed the fortitude and resilience that has marked their season by staging yet another comeback.

Lamar Smith paced a surprisingly dominant defense that gained 299 yards in the first half. It was a gutscheck at halftime, one Press-Gazette writer noted.

Again, bad things happened early, then we got right into the game,” said Miami coach Don Shula. “We scored three quick touchdowns and we were down 17-0. We couldn’t do anything right.

Three interceptions, one of which we recovered, helped the Dolphins make two second-half TDs.

That Pretty Place, Bed and Breakfast is still space available for football/parent weekends. 5 Rooms with private bath $60-$115, Midweek, 30 miles from campus. Toll Road, Exit 107, I-80-419-9487.

Smith scored on runs of 68 and 3 yards and finished with 155 yards. Gronde Gadsden caught seven passes for 119 yards.

The Dolphins thoroughly befuddled New York on both sides of the ball for most of the game. And as hot as the Dolphins were at the outset, They led 17-0 and gained 207 yards in the opening 15 minutes — the most by any NFL team in the opening period this season.

It took the Jets until 8:04 elapsed in the second quarter to register a first down. By the end of the long night, however, they had become unstoppable.

---

Lost & Found

LCST-Canon zoom camera on campus. 9:29. Drop off on 220 Main. Bldg 5 or call 513-703-2990. No questions asked.

FOUND

TFIE BIKE in parking lot one P.M.- 288-2726.

LOST on campus at Stanford alumni.nd.edu/-ndc_satc.

Tickets

WANTED

NO FOOTBALL TKTS 259-9280.

UGENTHI

Neele Air Force tickets. Call Andrew at 4-4958.

SILLING

NO FOOTBALL TKTS 251-5555.

Victory TKTS

BUY/SELL TRADE FOOTBALL

All Size Homes Available and Close to Campus

Free email: mmremenitals@homepage.com

No mail: mmremenitals@aol.com

232-2595.

For rent

That Pretty Place, Bed and Breakfast in space available for football/parent weekends. 5 Rooms with private bath $60-$115, Midweek, 30 miles from campus. Toll Road, Exit 107, I-80-419-9487.

WANTED

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, University of Southern California, University of Washington, University of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. Contact 291-5366.

COACH: Need Jr. high boys basketball coach. Responsible, dependable student or grad to coach 7th-grade basketball. B-tsem, Nov. 13-Feb 23, for south side elementary school, located near South bend, IN. Miami Street. Must be available for practices Mon-Thurs from 2:20-3:15. Game schedule varies.

COACH: Need Jr. high boys basketball basketball coach. Responsible, dependable student or grad to coach 7th-grade basketball. B-tsem, Nov. 13-Feb 23, for south side elementary school, located near South bend, IN. Miami Street. Must be available for practices Mon-Thurs from 2:20-3:15. Game schedule varies.

FOR SALE

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS

Colleges offer scholarships available for under- graduate and graduate students at accredited colleges in the USA regardless of their GPA, finances, age or citizenship. For more information and application Scholarship Database Service P.O. Box 432 Notre Dame, IN 46555-0432 Barnard961@hotmail.com 1-800-936-3706

Videotape your next or on off campus party www.icecoldvideo.com

#1 Spring Break 2001 — Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica, Florida & Cuba. Reliable TWA flights. Best Prices. Earn $80 or FREE trip-call for details! 1-800-SURFS.UP

Spring Break 2001 Book group of 15 and GO FREE! Book us or call for free info! 1-800-426-7710

88 Ford Taurus, 6-cyl., stereo w/cassette player. Well main- slow.

Lav. meg at 291-5366.

Personal

Impress potential employers. Keep in contact with friends and relatives. Student business cards are NOW available at THE COPY SHOP

LaFontaine Student Center Phone 631-COPY

Romp, You are in all of our Nearest Airports. The Observer

Find Arfice tickets. Call Maureen at 3743

Need 2 BC tickets. Please call 284-434 as soon as possible.
Kuchipudi
is an
ancient
dance from
India

KUCHIPUDI
2000
A Tour to USA by Padma Bhushan
Dr. Vempati Chinna Satyam
and Troupe September 2nd to December 15th

Washington Hall, University of Notre Dame
Tuesday, October 24th, 7:30 PM

Admission: FREE

The troupe will have 30 dancers and musicians performing this exquisite dance.

Brought to you by:
India Association of Notre Dame
Asian Indian Classical Music Society
Office of International Student Services and Activities

Take the
URBAN PLUNGE...

WHERE?
In nearly fifty (50!) U.S. Cities
If you live near a city —
YOU can take the Plunge!

WHEN?
The week of January 4-11
Specific 48 hour period
Set by each Site.

INTERESTED? NEED TO KNOW MORE?
COME TO AN INFORMATION SESSION!
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25,
7:30 PM
AT THE CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS
Registration Forms available at the CSC & at www.ndtoday.com

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, OCTOBER 30th

Albany • Albuquerque • Boston • Buffalo • Chicago • Cincinnati • Cleveland
Columbus • Dallas • Des Moines • Detroit • Grand Rapids • Honolulu • Houston
Indianapolis • Mobile • New York • Oakland • Philadelphia
Phoenix • Pittsburgh • St. Petersburg • South Bend • San Antonio
San Diego • Tacoma • Washington D.C. • AND MORE!

WOMEN'S GOLF
Belles secure third place in MIAA rankings

By KATIE MILLER
Sports Writer

The Belles golf team took third place in the MIAA after a strong showing at a tournament at Olivet, the highest any Saint Mary's team has placed in the conference in any sport.

The Belles placed second with an overall team low of 350. Albion placed first with a low of 326; Hope followed the Belles in third with a score of 359.

Freshman Liz Hanlon led the team with a low of 83, followed by junior Megan Keleher with 85; Freshman Jennifer DeWitt and senior Natalie Cook both shot 91.

"I enjoyed playing more golf than ever. Getting 83 my last round was a nice way to end my first season," said Hanlon. "I think the team did great. We had the ability to play well; we came back after a tough match at Calvin College."

The Belles repeated last year's third place finish in the league, but scored more points than last season. Albion College placed first in the MIAA followed by Hope.

"I think the fact that we maintained our position in the conference was great. We know we're a talented team. Throughout the season we held third place and pushed for second. We met our goals," said coach Theresa Pekarek.

Four Saint Mary's players placed individually in the MIAA's top 15. Hanlon, DeWitt, senior Kyle Veltri and junior Mary Claire Hatchaway all received MIAA honors. Both Veltri and DeWitt earned second-team all MIAA honors in addition to their individual rankings. The Belles will lose two seniors but all other members will be returners for the 2001 season. With the return of a lot of young players, Pekarek sees a good future for the team.

"I was very pleased with the underclassmen. They gained great collegiate experience. I only see us doing better in the future. We have a young team, but a deep team," Pekarek said.

POLISH CLUB IS OFFERING POLISH LANGUAGE LESSONS STARTING 8 PM WEDNESDAY
ROOM 105, OS HAUGHNESSY

All members, new and old, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's faculty and staff welcome.

Men's Basketball Walk-On Tryouts

Wednesday, October 25, 2000

At the Main Arena (Joyce Center)

8:00 PM

- Bring your gear ready to practice
- Practice will be run by Head Coach Mike Brey and the Irish Staff
- Any questions please call the office at 1-6225
Taborga makes racket in tourney

By RACHEL BIBER
Sports Writer

After the Intercollegiate Tennis Association’s All-American Championships in Stone Mountain, Ga., overnight, there was no need to ask for information about Irish junior Javier Taborga. Taborga made a name for himself during the grand slam event, which occurred during October 12-15. He ousted Auburn’s 31st-ranked Georges Matijasevic in the first round and won a spot in the round of 16 by defeating Stanford’s No. 1 player, defending champion and third-seeded K.J. Hiyenpestee. With the win, Taborga became the first Irish singles player to reach the round of 16 at the ITA All-American since Ryan Sachire in 1998, who went on to the final of the tournament that year.

"I served well and that opened up things for my forehand and allowed me to attack," Taborga said. "Hippengstee is a great player and I knew I’d have to play great to win. I went out there and just tried to play the type of game where he was going to have to beat me."

Before even entering the main draw, Taborga had his work cut out for him, having to earn a place in the first round by winning two qualifying matches. He knocked off East Tennessee State’s 65th-ranked Gustavo Gomez and Kansas’ Ed Dus to set up a match against Matijasevic in the first round. Taborga’s hot streak came to a halt in the second round of the USTA men’s Clay-Slam event, which occurred on the 19th of this month on the 31st-seeded Georgia’s 6-1, 6-4, 6-4 score.

Taborga also paired up with fellow junior teammate Aaron Talarico in the doubles portion of the tournament, and the ninth-ranked and fifth-seeded duo became the first Irish team to reach the semifinals of a grand-slam event since Todd Wilson and Andy Zurcher accomplished the feat in the 1994 NCAA doubles championships. Playing in just their second grand-slam tournament, Taborga and Talarico fought their way through the first three rounds on the opening day of play. They defeated Mississippi State’s 43rd-ranked Chris McDonald and Matt Solo 6-2, 6-2, to set up a second round match-up against another Georgia pairing of Rob Alman and Rene Commette, who were squeezed by with a 7-6, 7-6 win.

In the third round, Taborga and Talarico rallied for an impressive victory over Duke’s 19th-ranked duo of Ramsey Smith and Michael Soto 3-6, 6-1, 6-4.

The Irish juniors rallied for an impressive victory over Duke’s 19th-ranked duo of Ramsey Smith and Michael Soto 3-6, 6-1, 6-4.

Taborga and his partner, second ITA All-American Javier Taborga, moved into the playoff for a crucial break in the second set and hung on for the win. Taborga and Talarico’s run was then ended with a grueling three-set loss to Florida’s eventual champions Oliver Levant and Nathan Overholser by the score of 3-6, 6-4, 6-1.

Taborga Irish tennis player

Yanni by a 3-6, 6-1, 6-4 score. Notre Dame pulled through for a crucial break of serve at 4-4 in the third set and hung on for the win. Taborga and Talarico’s run was then ended with a grueling three-set loss to Florida’s eventual champions Oliver Levant and Nathan Overholser by the score of 3-6, 6-4, 6-1.

"I know I have to play great to win. I went out there and just tried to play the type of game where he was going to have to beat me." Taborga Irish tennis player

MEN’S TENNIS

Keough battles O’Neill in rescheduled contest

By CHRIS FEDERICO
Sports Writer

When the Keough and O’Neill football teams stepped onto the Stepan Football Field two weeks ago, they were eager to battle it out for West Quad bragging rights. Unfortunately, the RecSports officials were not.

The two squads showed up to play the type of game RecSports people would not allow it as an official game. RecSports officials were not.

"I think if we just go out there and have a good time playing the game we’ll do what we need to do." - Ryan Yorkery

Keough captain

Ryan Yorkery is not very happy about the game having not been won a game this year, so to end the season with a win over their West Quad neighbors while breaking a two game scoring drought in which they were shut out. Running backs Kevin McBee and Mike Prove have moved the ball successfully for the ‘Hoos, but turnovers have cost the team gravely in their most recent games.

The Angry Mob of O’Neill has not won a game this year, so to end the season with a win over their West Quad neighbors while knocking them out of the playoffs should be extra sweet. If Keough should play their way into the playoffs, they will have their hands full with the No. 1 seed, Dillon Hall.
This Week in Campus Ministry

September 25-October 30
103 Hesburgh Library
Sign-up, Freshmen Retreat #31
(Nov. 3-4, 2000)
Targeted Dorms: Alumni, Breen-Phillips, Farley, Keough, Howard, Dillon, Lyons, McGlinn, Pasquerilla West, Sorin

Monday-Tuesday, October 23-24
11:30 pm-10:00 pm
St. Paul’s Chapel, Fisher Hall
Eucharistic Adoration

Tuesday, October 24, 7:00 p.m.
Badin Hall Chapel
Campus Bible Study

Tuesday, October 24, 7:00 p.m.
Siegfried Hall Chapel
Confirmation-Session #3

Wednesday, October 25, 7:00 p.m.
Recker’s Hospitality Room
Africentric Spirituality: Freshmen Intro Mid-Semester Reception

Wednesday, October 25, 10:00 p.m.
Morrissey Hall Chapel
Interfaith Christian Night Prayer

Thursday, October 26, 7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Montgomery Theater, LaFortune
Introduction to Natural Family Planning

Sunday, October 29
“Dia de los Muertos” Celebration
1:00 p.m. LaFortune
Blessing of altar & procession
1:30 p.m. Stanford-Keenan Chapel
Spanish Mass

Christian Spirituality:
A Passion for the Human

Presenter: Rev. Lorenzo Albacete,
Priest and theology professor
at St. Joseph’s Seminary in New York

Panel of Respondents:
Rev. Timothy Seulcy, CSC,
Executive Vice-President
and Professor of Government

Rev. Virgil Elizondo,
Professor of Theology
and 1997 winner of Notre Dame’s Laetare Medal

M. Katherine Tillman,
Assoc. Professor in the Program of Liberal Studies

Monday November 13th
4:00 p.m.
Auditorium
Hesburgh Center
for International Peace Studies

Reception to follow in the Hesburgh Center Atrium
Students are highly encouraged to attend
All are welcome

Great Idea

An evening of introductory information on the
Ovulation and Sympto-thermal methods
of Natural Family Planning.

NFP, based on observable fertility signs, is
helpful in achieving or postponing pregnancy. Open to
faculty, staff, and students. There is no charge, but
materials are available for $10.

Montgomery Theater, LaFortune
Thursday, October 26,
7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Co-sponsored by Campus Ministry and the
Natural Family Planning Program of St. Joseph County (237-7401)

Prayer Opportunity

Eucharistic Adoration
Mondays, 11:30 pm through Tuesday, 10:00 pm
at St. Paul’s Chapel, Fisher Hall.

For information, call Mary Tanha @ 634-2469 or Lisa Demidovich @ 634-0847.

Prayer & Discussion

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Students and their Friends.
Meet weekly on Wednesday Night for discussion and prayer.

Coming Soon: Sixth Annual Retreat • November 17th-18th.
For more information, please contact:
Tami Schmitz L-3016 • Schmitz.8@nd.edu • Tom Doyle, C.S.C. 1-4112 Doyle.22@nd.edu

Sound Profound

Contemplation is a country whose center
is everywhere and whose circumference
is nowhere. You do not find it by
travelling but by standing still.

Thomas Merton (1915-1968)
Volleyball

Belles win 1, drop 3 over break

By Alicia Oriti
Sports Writer

The Belles volleyball team cropped three matches during Fall Break but also avenged a previous loss to Olivet College. Coach Julie Schroeder-Biek attributed the Belles' improvement to some changes in the line-up.

"I altered the line-up dramatically during Fall Break. I moved Leigh Ann Matesich into the setting role and put Jaime Dineen in as an attacker," Schroeder-Biek said. "This line-up allows everyone on the team a more significant role. Everyone plays and everyone contributes."

The Belles played a tough game against Calvin, the sec-ond-ranked team in their league on Oct. 13 but lost 15-6, 15-12 and 15-10.

"We played better against Calvin this time," junior outside defensive hitter Angela Meyers said. "We kept up with them and passed well." "We started well," senior defensive specialist Victoria Rutkow said. "But we were not focused that day."

The Belles picked up their lone victory Oct. 18 against 2-11 Olivet College, 15-8, 15-12 and 15-10. "It felt good to come back and beat Olivet. Everyone had a great game," Meyers said.

"We had a great game. Fourteenth-ranked Elmhurst College defeated Saint Mary's 15-8, 15-7 and 15-3. "Both teams were not playing to their ability," Meyers said. "We were having good plays, but not any that would gain points for our team."

On Oct. 21, the Albion College Britons avenged their loss earlier in the season, and easily defeated the Belles in three games, 15-4, 15-5 and 15-6. "It was a very important match for us, winning it would have most likely moved us up to sixth place in the conference," Schroeder-Biek said. "We did not have all six players on the court making a full effort in working toward the win. We are working hard in practice in our efforts to finish our season strong."

Coach Schroeder-Biek is now focusing on the challenges the Belles will face in the coming week.

"We have some big challenges ahead of us, Wednesday we face the No. 1 team in the conference, and on Saturday we meet Albion again with Kenyon College," Schroeder-Biek said. "We will most likely play the No. 2 team Calvin in the first round of the tourney next week."

The Belles stand at 3-10 going into their game at Hope College on Wednesday.

NCAA Football

Big Ten admits bad calls in MSU game

Associated Press

EAST LANSING, Mich.

The Big Ten's supervising football official said Michigan State Monday that a bad call was made on a pivotal play during Michigan's 14-0 win over the Spartans in Ann Arbor.

Coach Bobby Williams said after the game that the Wolverines did not legally recover T.J. Duckett's fumble at Michigan's 8 midway through the third quarter Saturday, when the Wolverines were ahead 7-0. Dave Parry, the conference official, validated Williams' claim during a phone conversation Monday morning.

"He concurred on the call that was not made in the game that went against us," Williams said. "He was clearly out of bounds."

On the pivotal play, Michigan's Victor Hobson stripped the ball, Larry Foote dove to keep it in bounds and Eric Wilson pounced on the football. Television replays appeared to show Foote's right arm touching the sideline while he kept the ball in play with his left arm.

"I don't think we'll get to line-up and play that play all over again," Williams said jokingly without smiling. "We'll just have to wait until next year."

The first-year head coach was under the impression that the Big Ten would do something to acknowledge the errors.

"But that will not be the case. It's only in highly unusual situations that we make statements like we did after the Michigan-Illinois game, when the commissioner feels a mistake directly impacts a game."
Irish continued from page 24

one big save. I just try to stay focused." Wagner didn't just make one big save, she made several to stave off defeat and a Connecticut win with just seconds remaining on overtime. Before a raucous crowd of almost 2,500 on senior night at Morrone Stadium, the Huskies came out determined to stun a road-weary Irish team. Though the Huskies were just 12-5-1 coming in, Waldrum anticipated a battle. "Their win-loss record is deceiving," he said. "They were very strong tonight."

"I think they came out to play," said Wagner. "They always have something extra for us."

Riding a wave of emotion from seniors playing in their last home game, the Huskies enjoyed the game's best chances, but it was Wagner who came through in the end. Husky senior forward Jen Carlson launched a 30-yard shot from the left flank with just seconds remaining in overtime only to see a leaping Wagner knock away the ball to preserve the tie. "It was a great save," said Waldrum. "It was a pretty wide open game and an enjoyable one for the fans to watch."

While the tie snapped Notre Dame's 23 game win streak over Big East opponents, Waldrum didn't see the tie as all being for naught. "This game could prove to be a good lesson for us," said Waldrum whose team had played a rugged stretch of four games in eight days. "This has been a tough stretch for us with the travel and the injuries to key players. We're looking forward to having more spacing between games that comes with the post-season."

Waldrum remained confident in his team's potential to succeed despite the minor setback. "This is a special group and we are looking forward to the next few weeks," he said. "Right now this team needs some time physically and mentally to get refueled."

Tying the Huskies was the only knot in an otherwise smooth week for the Irish. Trailing for much of the first half, the Irish senior captain Lizzy Coghill and the Irish lost a 16-game winning streak when they tied the Huskies on the road last week.

"The course was really windy, and there were a lot of waves on the river. Some people weren't used to that," said senior captain Clare Bula. "Some people weren't used to that."

The open pair of Ashley Warren and Becky Lueckett from the University of Chicago finished first, navigating the 3,300-meter course in 13:04, beating the nearest Spartan boat by 11 seconds. Their exceptional effort came as a surprise to Bula. "They've been successful all season," Bula said.

"The Irish duo of Ann Marie Dillhoff and Diane Price followed the lead of Lueckett and Warren, taking second and edging the first Spartan boat by three seconds."

Notre Dame's lightweight rowers had turned in an outstanding performance in an open win in their open event against Wisconsin, did not compete against Michigan State. The Irish mixed some lightweight strengths into open weight boats, which resulted in new combinations of rowers competing together, though the first varsity open eight boat remained the same from the past two races.

"Those boats were only put together on Thursday," said Bula. "It didn't give them as much time as we'd like to prepare." In the open fours competition, the Irish could only manage fourth and fifth places in a field of six. Notre Dame's first varsity eight crew finished 31 seconds behind the Spartan's top finishing boat.

In several races, Irish rowers competed twice, and it was not clear if Michigan State stacked their best rowers in the fours, rather than spreading them out over both the fours and eights competition. "In the fall, lineups change a lot, and I don't think any of their rowers had to double up," Bula said. "The Irish rowers continued their string of strong races, however. The first novice eight boat finished first in the A Flight, defeating three Michigan State crew.
Cross Country

Irish nab 10th place in meet

Women's team falls in 33rd at Pre-Nationals

By KATHLEEN O'BRIEN

 Ranked 10th among competing teams in the Pre-National Meet heading into the race, the Notre Dame women's cross country team finished right on schedule with a 10th-place finish. "We were the 10th-raced team going into the meet," junior Luke Watson said, "but we were hoping to do better than that."

A third place finish in the adidas/Notre Dame Invitational behind only Stanford and Arizona left the No. 17 Irish believing they were capable of upsetting their opposition. But they had no such luck. "We thought we were underrated going into the meet," Watson said, "and I still think we were underrated because we didn't have our best performance."

Colorado captured the meet title, followed by Northern Arizona. Notre Dame found some familiar faces ahead of it, as adidas/Notre Dame Invitational behind only Stanford and Arizona left the No. 17 Irish believing they were capable of upsetting their opposition. But they had no such luck. "We thought we were underrated going into the meet," Watson said, "and I still think we were underrated because we didn't have our best performance."

Big East opponent Georgetown placed 10th. Watson, the individual champion in the adidas/Notre Dame Invitational, earned fourth place in the Pre-National Meet. He finished the 10,000-meter course, the first of the season for the Irish, in 30 minutes, 52.3 seconds.

Junior Marc Striowski placed 10th in the meet with a time of 31:16.0, followed by Patrick Conway in 32nd, Todd Molloy in 100th and Sean Zanderson in 222nd. The women's cross country team wanted to erase its performance from the board after finishing 33rd in a field of 60 teams. "It was pretty miserable," top runner Jennifer Connelly said. "The race, I'd like to forget it." Coach Tim Connelly felt the same way. "They all ran poorly," Connelly said. "We have a lot of young kids who were just totally overwhelmed by lining up with 60 teams."

"Mentally, it was a lot tougher when you're the underdog and know no one's expecting you to do well," she continued. The Irish will look to turn things around in the Big East Invitational Friday.

Freshman John Ryan keeps pace with his competitor in the Notre Dame Invitational earlier this season.

Club Sports

Men's water polo falls in championship round

Special to The Observer

Rolfs Aquatics Center was the venue for the Midwest Conference championships this weekend, although at times it led all its participants to believe the Irish were the last remnant of the Nebraska football game. With the student body on fall break, the bleachers were packed with the red of Miami of Ohio, as the nationally No. 2 ranked Redhawks reclaimed the championship from the Irish in the final of the three day competition.

John Pella's three goals spurred the Irish to an opening round win over Ohio University, 14-7, while Keith Rasenbuehler's similar hat trick led the scoring in an 18-2 romp over Ball State in the quarterfinals. In the semifinals, the Irish defeated longstanding rival, Dayton, 12-6 behind the outstanding goalkeeping of Brendan Doherty.

Doherty also kept the Irish close through the first three quarters of the final. In the fourth quarter, the Miami deep bench paid dividends and the club scored often to run the final tally to 10-5. Irish All American Matt McNicholas had an outstanding game as he scored twice, and played commendable defense against Miami's star, Jeremy Brown. Brown, a graduate student, is a former for the year varsity lifeguard and All American at UCLA. Although Brown scored six goals for the Redhawks, McNicholas and Doherty thwarted many scoring opportunities with outstanding defense.

Seven senior standout concluded their careers at Notre Dame, including Matt McNicholas, Pete Amurray, Nick Malone, Greg Krouse, Eric Saul, Brian Hench, and Brian Sullivan. Their accomplishments included a No. 7 national ranking a year ago, and a 20 match conference win streak this year.

Men's Rowing

Under the lead of stroke seat Sharbri Nammour and Coxswain Karen Hughes, Notre Dame men's rowing club distinguished itself at the prestigious Head of the Charles Regatta in Boston this weekend. The Irish top eight man boat placed 19th in a field of 64 strong entries. The crew's time of 16:32 bettered the times of nationally recognized club teams from Harvard, Williams, Boston U., Oregon State, Northwestern and North Carolina.

The Irish will return to action this week as they host the Head of the Elk on Oct 29, in Elkhart. This regatta has grown into one of the most popular and well-attended events in the Midwest and provides spectators with a full day of competition.

Equestrian

The SMU/ND equestrians participated at two events over fall break. At Taylor University in Marian, Ind, Mary Barter placed first in novice fences to pace the Irish. Jen Anthony took fourth in the intermediate flat class and fifth in intermediate fences. Laura Anderson's fifth place in the novice flat class completed the scoring for the club.

The club then traveled to the IUPUI Butler University Invitational, where Mary Barter again captured first in the novice flat class and third in novice fences. Jen Anthony also placed first in the intermediate flat class, while Lauren Anderson took fourth in the novice flat class. The equestrians will next compete at Butler University this weekend.
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home about going back to offense," Davie said.

Not to worry. The Irish proved against the Midshipmen that their crowded backfield does not need an added member.

Starter Julius Jones gained 105 yards on 18 carries. But his last carry came early in the third quarter as the reserve tailbacks carried the ball on 17 of the last 20 plays. Terrance Howard, who weeks earlier had been dismissed from practice after having thoughts of leaving the program, ran 13 times for 68 yards, while Tony Fisher gained 36 yards.

In all, the Irish rushed for 218 yards and gained a season-high 447 yards.

Freshman Matt LoVecchio (who completed 13 of 20 passes for 183 yards and two touchdowns) improved to 2-0 as a starter and deflected praise to everyone but himself.

"A lot of the older guys, especially the linemen and all the coaches really helped," LoVecchio said. "Just the confidence they had in our offense and this football team."
Women's Soccer

Belles lose leading scorer to season-ending injury

By SARAH RYKOWSKI
Sports Writer

Faltering with two losses over fall break, the Belles soccer team suffered a loss far greater than notches in the loss column: the loss of its leading scorer.

Heather Math, who led the team in scoring this season and in the only sophomore transfer, suffered a season-ending injury in the loss to Calvin.

Math was kicked in the head in the game against Adrian but compounded the injury in a collision with a Knight.

"The girl behind me wanted the ball but she hit me instead," Muth said. "I fell forward and hit my head on the track which lined the field. I my head snapped backwards and her foot hit it. I don't remember much after that."

After finishing 1-2 over fall break with a victory over Adrian and losses to Calvin and Alma, Saint Mary's faces top-ranked Albion today and then ends the season at home Sat., relay against Hope.

While the Belles ended the week with a big loss to Calvin, the fourth-ranked team in the MIAA, they were happy with their play in the second half.

"The Calvin game was unfortunate because we lost our lead in scoring for the rest of the season," head coach Milligan said. "We played flat and their speed truly dominated the contest."

The Belles were ousted 42-9 by the Knights. Leading scorer Theresa "Lina" Lillaan made 11 saves and the team was outshot 42-9.

"Alaana Koppahn made 11 saves and the Belles shots and Knights' goalies." Muth said. "By the time other teams were happy with something that they bested, we were very low on our confidence. That determination drove the team."

Saint Mary's outshot Adrian 18-14, while Belles goalie Tia Kappahn made nine saves to take the win. Math and Arntak garnered assists against the Bulldogs.

"Adrian was an awesome team effort," Milligan said. "We moved the ball quickly and effectively. Adrian Kirby hit some excellent shots and Katie Green has been solid all year in the midfield and was truly a force as a marking back in this game."

Still, they are looking forward to the match against Albion.

"It will be good to have some players returning instead of suffering season-ending injuries," sophomore Lynn Taylor said.

"We just need another experienced defender. That way we can move our defenders back to offense."

Indeed, according to Milligan, Taylor has been stellar in defense, filling in for injured sweepers Jessica Klink and Aloha Brasser.

The Belles regain junior co-captain Klink after a two week stint on the lengthy list of the Belles wounded.

Klink was a mainstay at sweeper before she injured her left quad.

"He kind of ironic because Albion was my last game," Klink said. "I'm a little hesitant because I don't want anything to happen again, but I'll be ready. I'm really excited to be back with the team."

The Belles will also be without their other sweeper, Brasser a sophomore transfer, and freshman Emily Ercick, who are both out for the remainder of the season.

"We have improved in every area of play," Milligan said. "We still need to keep our team shape a bit better and let the ball do much more running than we do. With the present situation, low numbers, it is essential that we are able to possess the ball. This demands that the ball movement is quicker and decisions are immediate. Defensively, we need to do a better job of track- ing the other team's movement after they make a pass. Better decisions on distribution will also help a great deal."

U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT PRESENTS CAREER and INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES Tuesday, October 24th 12:00 Noon to 1:30 p.m. Room 119 O'Shaughnessy INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. Room 119 O'Shaughnessy Schedule your meeting by e-mailing GOONER@smcmail.edu . . . TIPS . . . Preparing for the Written Foreign Service Exam 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. Room 119 O'Shaughnessy Co-sponsored by the Department of Government and the Career Center
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**THINGS COULD BE WORSE**

**EUGENIA LAST**

**CELEBRITIES BORN THIS DAY**

- Kevin Kline, Bill Wyman, Doug Kellgren, Denise Levertov, F. Martin Abrahms, Eunice Milan

Happy Birthday: Stop vacillating and start producing. You can't let your personal life interfere with your professional duties. It's time to think big, get ahead and get your head above water. This is not the year to hold back. Let others know your thoughts and don't be afraid to go off the deep end because you have the right things to say. Your numbers are 3, 17, 24, 38, 47

**ARIES** (March 21-April 19): Your unique ideas will go over well with co-workers. You can take a position of leadership and talk to your boss about improving work efficiency.

**TAURUS** (April 20-May 20): Look into doing things that involve children. Give your own, or your friend's, a little time to be involved in their activities. Legal problems may cause serious anxiety. You should be doing some traveling.

**GEMINI** (May 21-June 20): Your partner is likely to own up to situations. Legal problems may cause anxiety, however, they should work out in the long run. Make changes in your home that will make everyone more comfortable.

**CANCER** (June 21-July 22): Put your efforts into whatever you are at home. Arguments with your lover could result in isolation. You may be overly sensitive.

**LEO** (July 23-Aug. 22): Professional changes look favorable. Be confident when you present your ideas to superiors. You will have to be careful when dealing with your lover. You may be taken the wrong way.

**VIRGO** (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Emotional items will stem curiosity and lowered vitality. You should consider signing up for courses or joining clubs that will help you improve your outlook as well as your future.

**LIBRA** (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You should be doing some traveling. Your knowledge will dictate those you come into contact with. You may want to keep things to yourself in order to avoid an unhealthy situation.

**SCORPIO** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You should be thinking about making some changes to your living situation. Get the whole family to help. You can pick up some valuable knowledge if you listen to those with experience.

**SAGITTARIUS** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Make love, not war. This can be an extremely passionate time if you work on your relationship as a positive manner. Expect some change concerning personal matters.

**CAPRICORN** (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Go after your goals. Consistently getting as much done at work as possible. You may be up for a promotion. Passions encounters look promising.

**AQUARIUS** (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Look into investment opportunities. Your good ideas should be explained. You may want to enter into a business-oriented partnership. Don't get caught up in the drama.

**PILES** (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Someone at home will not be so easy to deal with. Don't let yourself become involved. You can make a difference in children if you take the time to be involved in their activities.

---

**FOX TROT**

**VIRGINIA**

**WALTER WHATELEY**

**FOURTH AND INCHES**

**TOM KEELEY**

---

**CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

**VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Emotional items will stem curiosity and lowered vitality. You should consider signing up for courses or joining clubs that will help you improve your outlook as well as your future.**

---
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SPORTS

Sinking the Midshipmen

Led by Driver's defensive dominance, Notre Dame tops Navy, 45-14

By TIM CASEY
Assistant Sports Editor

His team had lost by 31 points, failed to score until the fourth quarter and fell to 6-6 on the season.

But Navy safety Chris Lepore sounded more stubborn than said following the Irish's 45-15 victory over the winless Midshipmen.

"One thing I hate is when people give other teams too much credit," said Lepore, who recorded six tackles and an interception on his first play of the game. "I would have been upset at myself if I didn't take them (the fumbles) back to the house." Driver said.

Unfortunately for Lepore, the Oct. 14 game was the only meeting of the year between the two teams. Despite playing with one less player and a fewer roster, the Irish still managed to dominate the Midshipmen in virtually every phase of the game.

The Navy wishbone attack gained 313.7 yards on the ground. And for the first three quarters, the Midshipmen tallied 383.7 yards per game last season.

"Anytime you can play man to man coverage you can have a different style," Davie said. "And it doesn't matter if you're playing against the wishbone or you're playing against Purdue.

Among the players responsible for the Irish's more aggressive defense is free safety Tony Driver.

Against the Midshipmen. Driver returned two fumble recoveries for touchdowns in the first quarter as Notre Dame led 21-0 after the first quarter and never looked back.

"I would have been upset at myself if I didn't take them (the fumbles) back to the house," Driver said.

One year ago, Driver, then a running back, was angry for a different reason. During October break, the 6-foo2, 220-pounder was suspended for the remainder of the season after multiple violations of part¸less.

He attempted to attend the home game against Navy, the first since his separation from the team, but soon realized the consequences.

"I stayed there until halftime and then went home and watched it on TV." Driver said. "People were asking me like 10,000 questions.

A few weeks later, Davie had an inquiry for his suspended player. Following a Friday night pep rally at the Joyce Center, while getting ready to board the team bus to a hotel in Plymouth, Davie noticed two students dressed as cartoon characters. Piddles and Bam Bam.

"I didn't like it a lot better with that No. 25 on and that helmet on." With Driver's return in the spring, Davie did not have to worry about what Driver would be wearing the night before games. And the fourth-year head coach knew Driver's on-field impact would improve a much-maligned defense.

One year ago, Driver was wearing the night before games. And the fourth-year head coach knew Driver's on-field impact would improve a much-maligned defense.

The only negative for Davie after Driver's performance against Navy?

"He's going to hound me on the flight." Driver was one of them.

"Talk about breaking your heart," Davie said. "I like it a lot better with that No. 25 on and that helmet on.

With Driver's return in the spring, Davie did not have to worry about what Driver would be wearing the night before games. And the fourth-year head coach knew Driver's on-field impact would improve a much-maligned defense.

The only negative for Davie after Driver's performance against Navy?

"He's going to hound me on the flight."

Women's Soccer

Irish settle for tie against UConn, end 16-game winning streak

By KEVIN BERCHOU
Sports Writer

For the first time all season victory eluded the No. 1 ranked Notre Dame women's soccer team.

After winning three games over fall break to extend their record to 16-0-0, the best start in school history, the Irish traveled to Storrs, Conn. for a much anticipated showdown with the Huskies of Connecticut. In a battle of division champions, Connecticut outplayed Notre Dame. While the Irish were not at their best, junior goalkeeper Liz Wagner was. Her efforts allowed the Irish to escape Storrs with a 0-0 tie and remain unbeaten though no longer invincible.

Playing without two of their top players the Irish finally saw their winning streak snapped at 16. Freshman Amy Warner missed her seventh consecutive game, while senior co-captain Kelly Lindsay missed her fourth, a fact that did not escape the opportunistic Huskies. UConn came at Notre Dame early and outstanding the Irish 16-7, the first time an opponent has done so all season.

With her teammates suffering a rare off day, Wagner came through with one of the best performances of her career. Unleashed for much of the season, Wagner had a busy day, making eight saves.

"I think you saw tonight why Liz Wagner has to be considered for Big East goalkeeper of the year," head coach Randy Waldrum said. "In a lot of our games this season, she has hardly touched the ball, but every time she has been teased in a big game she has answered the bell for us.

"I just try to give us a chance to win," Wagner said. "You know even when you're not busy, you might need to make that save.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

| W | vs. Michigan State Thursday and Friday, 7:05 p.m. |
| SMG | Men's Swimming vs. Kalamazoo Friday, 6 p.m. |
| vs. Michigan Tuesday, 3 p.m. |
| vs. Miami Friday, 5 p.m. |

Liz Lepore/The Observer
Irish free safety Tony Driver runs for a touchdown of the first quarter after recovering a fumble in the air. The senior scored two touchdowns.

Liz Lepore/The Observer
Sophomore midfielder Nancy Mikacenic dribbles the ball in Notre Dame's win against Seton Hall. The Irish won three games and tied one over break.

Irish free safety Tony Driver runs for a touchdown of the first quarter after recovering a fumble in the air. The senior scored two touchdowns.